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IM/EoR: Science Goals
Central ideas/take-away messages:

CCAT-p

Map out the Epoch of Reionization with wide-field, broad-band spectroscopy
at redshifts that will remain largely inaccessible to the best optical tracers
Measure clustering signal of galaxies at redshifts z=6-8 in the 158 µm [CII]
line, a tracer of star formation activity in galaxies (i.e., early galaxy assembly)
Understand the topology and timescale of reionization, i.e., how and when
galaxies first formed, the properties of sources of reionization, and whether
or not there is enough star formation to produce enough photons to cause
and maintain reionization within the first billion years
Need to measure large-scale signal, ideally with moderate-size telescope
Requirements: large enough FoV to enable 10s deg2 surveys, large enough
bandwidth to enable continuous coverage of at least z=6-8
à Short-cut to results expected from HI 21cm surveys with full SKA

Measurement of a Clustering Signal (“Fluctuations”):
Relationship Between Dark Matter and Galaxies

Density fluctuations on different scales

Halo Clustering Model

Cooray &
Sheth 2002

Auto-spectrum of Emission Fluctuations
Total line intensity.

Matter power

Clustering of sources.

•
•
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Discreteness noise.

= shot noise
= Poisson noise

Sensitive to total clustered emission.
No incompleteness from survey flux limits or aperture size.

Flavors of IM
• Intensity Mapping of Broad Band Fluctuations
• Near-IR Background and Cross-correlations
• Far-IR Background and Cross-correlations
• (+CMB mapping)
• Intensity Mapping of Spectral Lines
• UV/Optical/near-IR lines: Lyman, Balmer, ...
• Far-IR/mm-wave/radio lines: 21cm,CO, CII, ...
• Mid-IR lines: molecular hydrogen

3-D Intensity Mapping
Sky map at z

Intensity map at z

• No need to resolve individual source
• Measure the collective emission from many sources
• Map large volume and faint sources at high z economically
• Astrophysical and cosmological applications from structure
formation to measurement of SFRD of the universe at z > 2

MODELING INTENSITY MAPS
Observed CO(1-0) freq. [GHz]
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Prediction of Baryon Acoustic Oscillations
• Acoustic signatures are
formed by sound waves
excited by perturbations in
the early Universe
• At recombination, the sound
speed decreases dramatically,
ending the wave propagation
• The modes of oscillation are
“frozen in”

c
cs =
~ 0.57c
3

Unlike the CMB acoustic oscillations, baryon oscillations reflect the velocity
of the fluid at recombination rather than the density. The velocity at release
from photon drag kinematically forms baryon over-densities.

Cosmological Applications of HI-21cm IM:
Dark Energy (BAOs)
3500 - Measure BAOs to z~2.5 before Euclid/WFIRST
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Cosmological Applications of HI-21cm IM:

IM probes the largest volumes
Cosmology with SKA HI IM surveys

Mario G. Santos

Bull et al. (2015) show that a 10,000 hour and 25,000 deg2 autocorrelation survey on either SKA1MID or SUR will be capable of producing high-precision constraints on w, bettering all existing
surveys due to its large survey area (see Fig. 6). While the resulting dark energy ‘figure of merit’ is
a factor of ⇠ 3 worse than forecasts for a future Euclid galaxy redshift survey when combined with
Planck CMB data and BOSS low-redshift BAO measurements (since Euclid cannot probe redshifts
below 0.7), a phase 1 IM survey will nevertheless be of great utility in superseding other low-z
measurements in the joint analyses that will produce the best constraints on w.
Another important quantity that can be derived from BAO measurements is the spatial curvature, WK , which describes the global geometry of the observable Universe. A key prediction of the

PoS(AASKA14)01

Credit:
et al.and2015
Figure 4: Survey volumes and redshift
range forSantos
various current
future(SKA)
surveys (volume calculated at
the central redshift).

• Probes the largest scales with many modes
• Ideal for non-gaussianity, GR tests, modified gravity

Cosmological Applications of HI-21cm IM:

EG (Gravity Test)
GR vs modified gravity models

•

Gravity-testing statistic
combining RSD and lensing
(CMB - Pullen et al. 2015)

Figure 2. EG forecasts for the LSST photometric optical galaxy
survey cross-correlated with 21cm lensing measurements from the
EoR at redshift zEoR = 7 with a SKA Low-like instrument, and
with SKA2 Mid 21cm lensing measurements at source redshift
zs = 3 using the intensity mapping method. The Chameleon and
modified growth predictions are also shown.

2015) (so, for example, `max ⇠ 220 at z ⇠ 1). Using the full
Planck map we find SNR = 34. Since the results are not
competitive with our previous forecasts, and because of the
issue of possibly severe systematic uncertainties when probing ultra-large angular scales (like in the single-dish mode),
we are going to move on to consider the interferometer mode.
Using SKA1 Mid in interferometer mode we get much
better results. In this case we can let `max = 500 (like in the
case of the optical galaxy surveys we analysed above), while
the minimum multipole at each redshift is `min = 2⇡Ddish / .
Using the full Planck map we find SNR = 92, G
while with
COrE we reach SNR = 200, achieving fractional errors < 1%
in the EG measurements. This result implies that (assuming the problem of foreground contamination is alleviated)
Phase 1 of the SKA can perform an intensity mapping survey with HI clustering measurements that are directly competitive with the galaxy clustering precision measurements
by LSST. Note that considering Phase 2 of the SKA (which

•
•

Lensing of 21-cm maps would
have 30x better convergence
reconstruction than Planck
SKA would measure E with
<1% errors

Credit: Pourtsidou 2015
Figure 3. EG forecasts using the SKA1 Mid instrument in interferometer mode cross-correlated with the final Planck lensing
map and with the COrE-like lensing map (top) and the SKA Lowlike 21cm lensing EoR map (bottom). The Chameleon and modified growth predictions are also shown.

in Section 5. Before we conclude, we will show the clustering
and noise terms for the various surveys we have considered.

An Application: Searching for the
Sources Responsible for Reionization
15

HST

JWST

Salvaterra et al. (2010)
Bouwens et al. (2014)

• Galaxy counts miss faint sources that may
the
reionization
to be dominate
remarkably eﬀective
in fitting
the luminosity budget.
func-

Fig. 6.— U V LFs at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, z ∼ 7, and z ∼ 8 renormalized to have approximately the same volume density at ∼ −21.1
mag (§4.2). There is strong evidence for an evolution in the eﬀective slope of the U V LFs with redshift. The eﬀective slope of the LF is
considerably steeper at z ∼ 7 and z ∼ 8 than it is at z ∼ 3-5.

likelihood LFs.
We elected to use a 0.5-mag binning scheme for the LFs
at z ∼ 4-8, consistent with past practice. To cope with
the noise in our SWML LF determinations that result
from deconvolving the transfer function (implicit in the
Vj,k term in Eq. 4) from the number counts nobserved,j ,
we have adopted a wider binning scheme at the faint-end
of the LF.
In deriving the LF from such a diverse data set, it
is essential to ensure that our LF determinations across
this data set are generally self consistent. We therefore
derived the U V LFs at z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, z ∼ 7, and z ∼
8 separately from the wide-area UDS+COSMOS+EGS
CANDELS observations, from the CANDELS-DEEP region within the CANDELS-North and South, from the
T. Abel
CANDELS-WIDE region within Courtesy
the CANDELS-North
and South, and from the BORG/HIPPIES observations.
As we demonstrate in Figure 22 from Appendix F, we
find good agreement between our LF determinations for
all four data sets, suggesting that the impact of systemIntensity Mapping Workshopatics on our LF results will be quite limited in general.
Stanford/SLAC
After considering the LF results from each of our fields

tion of galaxies at both low and high redshifts.
The procedure we use to determine the best-fit
Schechter parameters is that of Sandage, Tammann, &
Yahil (1979) and has long been the method of choice in
the literature. Like the SWML procedure of Efstathiou
et al. (1988), this approach determines the LF shape that
would most likely reproduces the observed surface density of galaxies in our many search fields. The approach
is therefore highly robust against large-scale structure
variations across the survey fields. As with the SWML
approach, one must normalize the LF derived using this
method in some way, and for this we require that the
total number of sources observed across our search fields
match the expected numbers.
We can make use of essentially the same procedure to
derive the maximum likelihood Schechter parameters as
we used for the stepwise LF in the previous section, after
we convert model Schechter parameters to the equivalent stepwise LF. For this calculation, we adopt a 0.1mag binning scheme in comparing the stepwise LF to
the surface density of sources in our search fields. A 0.1-

• Estimates of the SFRD at high redshift require
huge extrapolations of UV luminosity function to
explain reionization.
• IM studies are sensitive to the total luminosity
emitted by all galaxies -> Intensity Mapping
offers an advantage.
M. Zemcov, Mar. 22 2016

Epoch of Reionization
• Once the first objects formed,
Mapping Across
the hydrogen was reionized! Intensity
STARFIRE
Cosmic Time
Þ The “Epoch of Reionization”
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When? (Fraction of volume in ionized phase versus redshift)
How? (Bubble Sizes)
Who? (Properties of Ionizing Sources)

CCAT-p

Finlator et al. (2009)
Re-ionization does not occur instantaneously, because mean free path of
ionizing photons depends on local IGM density structure. Overdense
regions re-ionize first, then voids, then moderate-density structures
Þ galaxy clustering drives the evolution
Þ need to map signal spatially and as f(redshift)

Sources of re-ionization
• Population III stars:
• Need to seed heavy elements even in first galaxies and oldest
Pop II stars
• Star formation/nuclear fusion in primordial abundance material
different
• Very high temperature: good for re-ionization!
• Not yet observed
• QSOs:
• How do SMBHs form? (One of biggest mysteries is how first
QSOs formed)
• Are there enough? Perhaps not.
• But, good source of high energy photons (à large ion. bubbles)
• First galaxies:
• Likely the main source: faint, but numerous
H-UDF: Did not yet find enough sources to explain re-ionization,
there must be more, faint sources at very high z than we know thus far

Did Galaxies Re-Ionize the Universe?

Free e- scattering opt. depth
(cause CMB polarization)

Galaxies seem to
have a tough time w/
taking responsibility
for the observed
ionization state of the
universe??

Robertson et al. 2010

Thomson Optical Depth
to Electron Scattering
Recent Planck results
suggest the Thomson
optical depth to the CMB is
tau ~ 0.065, substantially less
than found by WMAP.

The Thomson optical depth
provided by the high-z IGM
ionized by star forming
galaxies is now fully
consistent with the CMB
constraints (Robertson et al.
2015).

BER et al., ApJL, 802, 19 (2015)
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Opportunities and Challenges in Intensity Mapping @ KIPAC/Stanford, March 21-23, 2016

Individually dim sources likely reionized
universe...
•

UV luminosity function is
very steep towards faint
end…

•

Hard to detect dominant
faint sources individually, but
can probe collective impact
with intensity mapping.
Atek+ 15

Monday, March 21, 16

•

Reionization involves the
interplay between the ionizing
sources and the IGM.

•

A good understanding will
require observations of both
the intergalactic gas and the
ionizing sources
themselves, whoever they
might be.
AL+ 09

Lidz et al. 2009
Monday, March 21, 16

Intensity Mapping
• Give up on resolving individual galaxies, observe spatial
fluctuations in collective emission from many individually
unresolved galaxies (> several Mpc scales) in convenient
spectral lines.
– Rotational transitions of CO molecule J→J-1, multiples of 115 GHz
– [CII] (158 micron), [OI], [NII], etc... fine structure lines.
– 1216 A Lyman-alpha line.

• well matched to 21 cm

21 cm

Continuum
photons

neutral

HI

Lyα

Pullen, Doré & Bock 2014

Probes neutral IGM regions

CO, CII, Lyα
Lyα
Emission
Model
Modeling: x , T , n(M)
Diffuse regime
HI

s

Probes ionized regions

Diffuse IGM
Transition Zone
Stellar IGM
Halo

ionized
neutral

Compact regime (stars)
Modelling: SFR(M),
L(SFR),n(M)

Complement Redshifted 21 cm
Measurements
à Adrian Liu’s colloquium

I. How do we convince ourselves an initial 21 cm detection is
real and not residual foregrounds?
II. How do we interpret the measurement?
chime

HERA

à Cross-correlate with another tracer at high redshift:
only 21 cm signal, not foregrounds, will correlate with high
redshift tracer (Modulo shared foregrounds...)

Monday, March 21, 16

‘Inverse’ views of evolution of large scale structure during re-ionization
• Neutral intergalactic medium (det. in HI 21cm line) = consequence
• Galaxies which drive re-ionization (detected in [CII] line) = sources
à will detect [CII] signal in already ionized regions (“holes” in HI map)
20mK

130 cMpc ~ 1o

z~ = 7.3

Lidz et al. 2009

HI 21cm –21cm-CO
[CII] or 21cross
cm –correlation?
CO cross-correlation
Ionization
21 cm and galaxy emission
should be anti-correlated on
large scales.

•

Confirm cosmological origin
of putative 21 cm signal.

•

Cross-correlation sensitive
to bubble sizes.
Cross-spectrum turns over on scale
of bubbles around (groups of)
galaxies.

200 Mpc

•

Galaxies

21 cm

CO(2-1)

or [CII] 158µm

AL et al. (2011)
Monday, March 21, 16

Ionization
Ionization

e.g., Lidz et al. 2011

Line intensity mapping

6

Visbal, Trac, Loeb 2011

IM - CO line
rotational
lines (CO(1-0)
115formation
GHz rest frame):
Visbal lines
& Loeb
• CObetween
FIG. 3: Ratio
luminosity,
L, and at
star
rate, ṀRighi+
, for 08,
various
observed in
2010, Carilli 2011, Gong+11, Lidz+11, Pullen+13, Breysse+14, Breysse+15, Li+ 15, Mashian+
galaxies and15.taken from Table 1 of [23]. For the first 7 lines this ratio is measured from a sample of
low redshift galaxies. The other lines have been calibrated based on the galaxy M82. Some weaker
[CII] IM for
- singly
ionized
(158 μm rest
frame): Gong+12, Silva+14, Yue+ 15
lines, for• example
HCN,
havecarbon
been omitted
for clarity.

• Lyman-alpha IM - Lya emission(0.1216 μm rest frame): Silva+12, Pullen+13

Herschel-Red
selection (500µm):
Dusty starburst
… at z=6.3369 !!

Lines are associated with gas
in star-forming regions

Detect
7 CO lines
7 H2O lines
H2O+
NH3 (absorption)
OH
OH+ (P-Cygni)
[CI]
[CII]
Hints of others…
Ø Highly enriched

Observed 880 million years after the Big Bang (current age: 13.8 billion yrs)

Big Bang
HFLS3

today

Gray line is best
existing spectrum
of nearby starburst

Riechers et al. 2013b, Nature

[CII] vel.

1 arcsec

Lines:
[NII] (red)
[CII] (blue)
Pavesi, DR et al. 2016

AzTEC-3

1 arcsec

HZ10

1 arcsec

LBG-1

Modeling Framework
Halo Mass

SFR

LIR

Halo Model

Power Spectrum

LCII / LCO

Simulated Sky in [CII] to z=9
CCAT-p

Gong et al. 2012, ApJ, 745, 49

• [CII] serves as a tracer of star formation
• The clustering signal traces total luminosity
=> unlike a flux-limited galaxy survey
• Use [CII] to spatially trace star formation during the re-ionization epoch

Predicted [CII] Power Spectrum Measurement at
redshifts 6-8 with surveys on 1 & 10m telescopes

Quality of measurement scales with telescope size, but only weakly.
Reason:
Larger Telescope has more collecting area = point source sensitivity
However, also has smaller beam, so the signal per resolution element gets weaker
Ideal choice: resolution close to clustering scales at z~6-8, close to 1’ @1mm

Epoch of Reionization Science
• Detect [CII] clustering
[CII] Line
Tomography
with
TIME-Pilot
• Detect
[CII] Poisson
fluctuations
• Discriminate between models

Ancillary Science
• CO clustering fluctuations
Bock
• Assess residual CO foreground
• Powerful kSZ instrument

Gong et al. [CII] model

Minimal SFR
LC+/Lbol = 0.2 %

Residual CO
After Masking

Figure 3: LEFT: 3-D power spectra (in kP (k) units) of EoR [CII] and intermediate-z CO in the TIME-Pilot
band. Red, blue, and green curves mark [CII] power from the ‘Gong high,’ ‘SFR’, and ‘Silva simulation’
estimates, respectively, described in the text. The blue shaded region encompasses the theoretical uncertainty
Updated
from
Gong
et
al.show
2012
. The
tan-colored
lines
in the SFR model, including the full range of empirical variation in L[CII] /L
F IR et
Gong
al. 2012,
ApJ 745,
49G
power in CO: the upper curve includes all the CO-emitting galaxies, the lower broken curves show the power
Asantha
Cooray,to
UC various
Irvine
IM March
2016
after
masking
depths (see Table 1). RIGHT : Power in cross correlationSLAC
between
the
various CO

TIME and TIME-Pilot

Cross-correlation of HI 21cm with [CII] signal

HI-[CII] cross power spectrum:
dashed line: negative correlation (ionization fraction vs. matter density)
solid line: positive correlation (matter density auto-correlation on small scales)

[CII] and 21 cm Cross-Correlation

• Star formation rate vs. z
• Ionization state vs. z
• Bubble size

Using 21 cm & [CII] Together
Gong et al. 2012, ApJ 745, 49G
Asantha Cooray, UC Irvine

SLAC IM March 2016

[CII] IM in the EoR
[CII] IM Projects in development:
- CCAT-prime 6m P-Cam + Fabry-Perot
- LLAMA 12m/CONCERTO KIDS array
- ARO 12m/TIME-Pilot direct detection
spectrometer (à A. Crites colloquium)

Ideal Compromise: 6m Telescope (CCAT-Prime)
Full CCAT will measure redshifts for and properties of individual galaxies,
CCAT-Prime will measure large-scale aggregate signal in [CII]
Will reach full power in combination with SKA HI 21cm mapping, but it will
measure the actual “inverse” signal years in advance
6m telescope has 0.75’ = 45” beam for [CII] at z=7 (~240 GHz)
à ~7x resolution of Planck (map at “beginning of dark ages”)
à ideal to probe few arcmin clustering scales at “epoch of reionization” =
“end of dark ages” over 10s of deg2 (as required)
Requirement:
- moderate spectral resolution (~0.5 GHz, dz~0.01), wide-bandwidth
multi-element spectroscopy covering [CII] at z=6-8 (z=5-9):
continuous coverage of 1mm (+850µm) atmospheric windows
- the more spatial resolution elements on the sky, the faster
à FoV approach: fast-scan Fabry-Perot (FPI) on many 1000s pix camera?
à bandwidth approach: large array of direct detection spectrometers

Simulated Survey: Parameter Input
CCAT-p
Aperture Diameter (m)
Survey area (deg2)
Total integration time (hr)
Spectral range (goal; GHz)
Frequency resolution (GHz)
Number of detectors (spectral x spatial)
Beam FWHM size* (arcmin)
Beams over survey area*
Noise per detector sensitivity* (Jy s1/2 / sr)
Integration time per beam* (hr)
Volume per pixel (Mpc h-1)3 : z=6
z=7
z=8
Fluctuation power spectrum PNCII (Jy sr-1)2 (Mpc h-1)3 : z=6
z=7
z=8
*:

CCAT-p
6
e.g., deep HyperSC fields: COSMOS, UDS
16
4000 ~1.5yr (8-10hr/day)
185-310 minimum: 210-275
0.4
20000
0.75
9.4 x 104
2.5 x 106
3
7.5
9.2
13.4
5.4 x 109
4.9 x 109
4.4 x 109

Values at 238 GHz (CII at z=7)

Technology options: FPI needs 156x nbeams on the sky to match grating spectrometer (312 x 64 pix)
predictions based on models by Gong et al. 2012, ApJ, 745, 49

molecular
hydrogen
cooling
in “mini halos”
critical at
onset of
reionization
z>15

H2 IM

Outstanding problems at z > 6: billion to ten billion solar mass black-holes in
SDSS quasars, Universe at < 600 Myr.
One solution is massive PopIII clusters collapsing - seed blackholes.
Need formation in minihalos at z > 15.

Molecular Hydrogen tracing primordial cooling sites/halos
Gong et al. 2012, ApJ arXiv:1212.2964

Asantha Cooray, UC Irvine

SLAC IM March 2016

rotational
ro-vibrational

rotational lines in the mid-IR
28.2, 17.0, 12.3, 9.7 microns ….

Molecular Hydrogen tracing primordial cooling sites/halos
Gong et al. 2012, ApJ arXiv:1212.2964

Asantha Cooray, UC Irvine

SLAC IM March 2016

rest-frame: 9.7 microns

lensed counts

6

SPICA-like

6

CALISTO-like deep field

H2 0-0 (S3)

Fig. 6.— The auto power spectrum of the 0-0S(
Fig. 6.— The auto power spectrum of the 0-0S(3) line (left panel) and t
at z = 12 with the errors estimated for a SPICA/
at z = 12 with the errors spectrum
estimatedand
forshot-noise
a SPICA/BLISS-like
and are
10×show
bet
power spectrum
spectrum and shot-noise power spectrum are shown in long-dashed and dot

0S(5), 0-0S(4), 0-0S(1) and 0-0S(2) are als
and
0S(5), 0-0S(4),
0-0S(1) and 0-0S(2)
are also
bright with
Molecular Hydrogen tracing
primordial
cooling
total intensities
of ∼sites/halos
4.3, 2.0, 1.5 and 1.3 J
total intensities of ∼ 4.3, 2.0, 1.5 and 1.3 Jy/sr, respecAsantha Cooray, UC Irvine

at z =
15. arXiv:1212.2964
The vibrational lines 1-0
et tively,
al.
2012,
ApJ
tively, at z Gong
= 15. The
vibrational
lines
1-0S(1),
1-0Q(1)
P
and 1-0O(3) have low mean
intensities at
and 1-0O(3) have low mean intensities
at
the
level
of
SLAC IM March 2016

Example: Ly-a Intensity Mapping
•

Ly-a photons diffuse in
frequency and spatially as
they resonantly scatter off
of neutral hydrogen.

•

Extended low-surface
brightness halos around
Ly-a emitting galaxies.
Discarded in traditional
narrow-band Ly-a
selection! (Croft+ 2015)
Zheng+ 2010

Monday, March 21, 16

If we assume for the moment that the extended Lyα halos represent photons originating in the galaxies’ H II regions, we can use the composite Lyα line and CB images
to measure the integrated Lyα line-to-continuum ratio,
8
Steidel et al.usually parametrized as W0 (Lyα), the Lyα equivalent
width. The total Lyα fluxes have been measured directly
from the calibrated stacked images (column 8 of Table 2);
a comparison with the continuum flux density measured
near the wavelength of Lyα from the CB images (column 3 of Table 2) allows the calculation of W0 (Lyα, tot)
(column 12). These numbers can be compared directly
with the spectroscopic measurements (column 11) for the
same galaxy sub-samples. The values that include the
diﬀuse Lyα extending to ∼ 80 kpc radii around galaxies
exceed the spectroscopically-inferred W0 (Lyα, spec) by
an average factor of ≃ 5 for the full galaxy sample. Figure 10 shows the cumulative fraction of the total Lyα flux
as a function of aperture radius b (in arc seconds) for the
galaxy samples in Table 2. It is interesting to note that
including the spatially extended Lyα emission brings the
Fig. 6.— Same as Figure 5, comparing the average surface brightaverage galaxy into the range that would nominally qualness profiles for the the sample divided according to whether the
scribed
in the text) from
thenet
average
of 92 continuum-selected
LBGs, ify as a LAE (W0 (Lyα) > 20 Å)– even for the “No LAE”
NB measurements
indicate
Lyα “Abs”
or “Em”.
160 kpc physical at z = 2.65) on a side, with a grid spacing of 2′′ .
sub-sample that explicitly excludes the 18 conventional
e sample of galaxies. In both panels, the contours are logarithmically
LAEs (row 4 of Table 2).
× 10−19 ergs s−1 cm−2 arcsec−2 .

z=3 Lyman-alpha is extended (Steidel et al.)
UV continuum

Lyman-alpha

Lyman-alpha blobs
(rare)

Fig. 4.— (Left:) Scaled far-UV continuum image produced (as described in the text) from the average of 92 continuum-selected LBGs,
drawn from 3 independent fields. The regions shown are 20′′ (≃ 160 kpc physical at z = 2.65) on a side, with a grid spacing of 2′′ .
(Right:) The continuum-subtracted, stacked Lyα image for the same sample of galaxies. In both panels, the contours are logarithmically
spaced in surface brightness with the lowest contour shown at ≃ 2.5 × 10−19 ergs s−1 cm−2 arcsec−2 .

Figure 6 shows the measured surface brightness profiles
and best-fit exponential parameters for the sub-sample
with net Lyα emission (see the second row of Table 2).
The profile of the LyαEm composite is qualitatively simlar to that of the full sample. The main diﬀerence is in
the central Lyα surface brightness — Lyα Em objects
have (on average) Lyα surface brightness well above the
threshold for individual detection (light shaded region in
Figure. 5 and 6) to projected distances of b ∼ 20 − 25
kpc (2′′. 5−3′′. 1), whereas even the peak Lyα SB in the
full sample (Figure 5) barely reaches the (individual) detectability threshold. Also illustrated in Figure 6 is the
SB profile for the “Lyα Abs” sub-sample. The Lyα SB
scale length for the Abs sample is still ≃ 4 times larger
than for the corresponding continuum light (third row
of Table 2)– and has a comparable Lyα scale length bl
to that measured for the Lyα Em sample (second row
of Table 2), albeit with a ≃ 3 times lower normalization
> 20 kpc. Clearly the diﬀerence is much larger for
for b ∼
′′
<
b ∼ 1 , where the Abs sample exhibits a large “hole” in
Fig.Lyα
7.— absorption
Same as Figure
5, comparing
the surface brightness prowhich
strongly
dominates.
file
measured
from median-combined
rather
than“Lyα
mean-combined
Figure
9 reproduces
the SB profiles
of the
Em”

Lyman-alpha
emission in z=2 to 4
galaxies extended,
common to all galaxy
types.

Line:&1215.7&Å&
•
Lyman-alpha IM
Line:&1215.7&Å&
•• 0.97&μm&at&z=7&(NIR)&
0.97&μm&at&z=7&(NIR)&
•• Galaxy&contributions:&
••Galaxy&contributions:&
Recombinations&

M..B..Silva.et.al..(M..Santos,.2013).
Gong.et.al..(M..Santos,.2014)
M..B..Silva.et.al..(M..Santos,.2013).
Gong.et.al..(M..Santos,.2014)

Recombinations&
••Excitations/decays&
α SFR
Excitations/decays&
••gas&cooling&(gravitational&collapse)&
α SFR
gas&cooling&(gravitational&collapse)&
••Ly5α&emission&from&stars&
• Ly5α&emission&from&stars&
• IGM&contributions:&
••IGM&contributions:&
Recombinations&
Recombinations&
••Excitations/decays&
TK, xi
Excitations/decays&
••Scattering&of&Ly5n&photons&from&
TK, xi
Scattering&of&Ly5n&photons&from&
•galaxies
galaxies

Total&Ly5α&intensity&from&galaxies&and&
the&IGM&in&erg&s51&cm52&sr51&at&redshift&7
Total&Ly5α&intensity&from&galaxies&and&
the&IGM&in&erg&s51&cm52&sr51&at&redshift&7

Lyman-alpha intensity mapping
Gong
et al. 2013;
Pullenmapping
et al. 2013
Lyman-alpha
intensity
Silva
etet
al.al.
2014
Gong
2013; Pullen et al. 2013

GongMarta
et al.Silva
2013; Pullen et al. 2013;
Silva
et al. 2014
Anthony
Pullen
UCI visiting PhD (2014)
Marta Silva

Courtesy: Z. Zheng
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Comaschi & Ferrara 2015

Spectral Line IM Demonstrated
z=2 Ly-a IM (Croft et al. 2016):
Cross-corr. Ly-a surface brightness vs SDSS/BOSS quasars
à det. on scales ~1-15 h-1 Mpc

http://spherex.caltech.edu/

SPHEREx will map Lyα emission
during reionization.

Hα

We may see z~6 Lyα fluctuations

Lyα

At z > 6 SPHEREx alone will not
have sensitivity for a detection
of the power spectrum [for
Hopkins & Beacom SFRD].
à other proposed missions: FLARE (ESA),
Cosmic Dawn Intensity Mapper (NASA)

SPHEREx Spectral Line Intensity Mapping
Asantha Cooray, UC Irvine

SLAC IM March 2016

Can we suppress line confusion? (1)
⌅

Low redshift optical lines cover EoR Ly↵ :
e.g. H↵ (0.66µm), [OII] (0.37µm), [OIII] (0.50µm).

⌅

Strategy: remove voxels with the most luminous interlopers.

⌅

Our approach: PS from abundance matching with line LF
(Ly+2007, Drake+2013).
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H↵
[OII]
[OIII]
Ly-↵

100

1

10

H↵

2

10

2

k 3Ptotal(k)[nW2m 4sr 2]

100
1

101

H↵
[OII]
[OIII]
Ly-↵

k 3Ptotal(k)[nW2m 4sr 2]

101

k[hMpc ]

Analytical model for z > 4 Ly-α power spectrum:
•
Both IGM and ISM emission is important.
•
Fluctuations trace ISM(IGM) on scales 10(100) Mpc

frem ⇡ 2%

line flux ⇡ 10

16

cgs

11

M ⇡ 10 M
mK ⇡ 23 AB mag
10

2

10

1

100
1

k[hMpc ]

101

Post-Reionization Intensity Mapping
• BAO.
• Tip of the Iceberg argument, especially for Lyman-alpha.
• Star-formation rate density versus redshift from different
tracers.
• CO and fine-structure lines: probe bulk properties of ISM
in galaxies across full range of large-scale
environments.The more lines, the better!

Galaxy Surveys versus IM

vs.
There are two significant strengths that intensity mapping experiments can have over
traditional galaxy surveys:
1. Observing Efficiency: Modest point-source sensitivity requirements for intensity
mapping make it possible for smaller instruments to measure faint populations
2. Cosmic Variance: Most cosmological applications require large volumes, making
cosmic variance generally less of a limiting factor in interpretation.

A Tale of Two Regimes
Φ𝐶𝑂

Luminosity function of the form
𝛼
𝐿
∗
𝐿 =𝜙
𝑒 −𝐿/𝐿∗ 𝑑𝐿 𝐿 > 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝐿∗
Normalization Low L
slope

High L Cutoff

Low L Cutoff

Cluster Power: Sensitive to the
broad population of galaxies
(one molecule, one vote!)

SZA Sensitivity
Regime
Pullen et al., 2013

Shot Power: Sensitive to
“luminous-but-common”
systems, i.e., Milky Way-like
galaxies.

CO Luminosity Function
Having measurements of
both cluster and shot
power components
allows (measuring 1st
and 2nd moments of lum
function) allow you to
break degeneracies in
solving for the shape of
the luminosity function
Cluster Power
Measurements

Walter et al., 2014

Shot Power
Measurements

Adventures in Intensity Mapping
The greatest thing about intensity
mapping is that it captures everything!
The worst thing about intensity
mapping is that it captures everything!
Systematic
Astrophysical
-

Foregrounds and backgrounds
Contaminants weak, spectrally
smooth.
Removal requires good
frequency/bandpass calibration
SZA gain stability is good

-

Spectral interlopers.
CO(1-0) bright compared to
other nearby lines.
Interlopers may provide a path
for verification of a detected
signal

-

Radio frequency interference (RFI)
Little RFI at 30 GHz
Ground pickup, crosstalk, and other
frequency-dependent coupling
Stringent flagging can help to
pluck out bad modes
Contamination below flagging
threshold may exist
Employ jackknife tests

ny astrophysical signal. Right: The power spectrum result, in the form of P (k).
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CARMA’s 8 x 3.5m dishes

COPSS with first
10 results at z~2 to 3.4
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Asantha Cooray, UC Irvine
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Keating et al. 2015

Using Equation 6, we translate
SLAC IM March 2016

Cosmic Molecular Gas
Walter et al., 2014

If you can assume
something about the
conversion ratio between
CO luminosity and 𝐻2
abundance (𝑋CO ), then
one can place constraints
on the cosmic density of
molecular gas

COPSS I

COPSS II

PRELIMINARY

Keating et al., 2016 (in prep)

AIM4CO:$$Key$Science$Goals$
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molecular$gas$and$
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throughout$cosmic$
history$
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• DetecDon$of$the$
integrated$CO$
luminosity$at$z~143$
from$low$mass$objects$
• EvoluDon$from$z~1$–$3$
13 x 1.2m dishes; interferometer

C OM A P

COMAP Phase I

USBX$
LSBX$

COMAP Phase I

USBY$
LSBY$

26-34 GHz
Focal-plane array
19 single-pol
pixels

10m
telescope
NSF AAG
NSF MRI
Observe for 2 years
10m telescope at OVRO

COMAP
19 x 8 GHz backend
CASPER-based
4

C OM A P

Phase II
COMAP Phase II
26-34 GHz
Focal-plane array
19 single-pol
pixels

26-34 GHz
Focal-plane array
19 single-pol
pixels

26-34 GHz
Focal-plane array
19 single-pol
pixels

26-34 GHz
Focal-plane array
19 single-pol
pixels

26-34 GHz
Focal-plane array
19 single-pol
pixels

10m
telescope

10m
telescope

10m
telescope

10m
telescope

10m
telescope

Observe for 3 years
4 GHz backend
5x10m telescope at OVRO

10

C OM A P

Foregrounds

Foreground
Foreground

•Continuum

foregrounds

Galactic synchrotron from the Global Sky model (de Oliveira-Costa et al. 2008).
Free-Free emission from the Planck Sky Model (Delabrouille 2013)
Point sources (PSM model with limit between strong and faint sources = 100 mJy)
CMB (Commander-Ruler CMB intensity map)

Galactic
synchrotron

• Free-free

Mollview projection
Sky at 30 GHz

Galactic free-free

• CMB
• Synchrotron
• Point

sources

Faint point sources

CMB

• Foreground

continuua fitted out as loworder modes

•Line
• Other
• HCN

foregrounds

K_CMB

3

lines redshifted into 26-34 GHz band

(1-0), CN (1-0), CS (1-0), HCO+

• Brightest

line foreground sub-dominant

12

Intensity map captures many lines in additional to
target CO line

12CO

and 13CO separated by ~1.2 GHz at z~3
13CO luminosity ~10% of 12CO

Juan R. Pardo et al. 2007 ApJ 661 250

Can in principle constrain both isotope ratio and gas density

Summary
• Line intensity mapping surveys are a new
pathway to probe cosmology, reionization, and
galaxy evolution
• A suite of probes: HI 21cm, [CII], CO, Ly-a,
H2,…
• [CII] stands out in terms of readiness and
detectability for probing sources of
reionization in the EoR

